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Reigate Beekeepers
BeeNews September 2014

Photo opportunity of the Month

Got an unusual, topical, or interesting bee related
image that could be featured here?
 Please send it to the editors today!

Comments about and contributions for publication in will be welcomed by the editors.
For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.

Dates for your Diary
Date Event / Description Venue / Contact

Sept, Wed 3rd RBKA EGM (19:30 - 20:00)
Proposals for next stage of Henfold site development.

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver

Sept, Wed 3rd Winter Meeting(19:30-21:30) ‘Photographing Pollinators’
Talk by guest speaker Jeremy Early (starts after EGM).

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver

Sept, Sat 6th Mickleham Village Show (14:30 - 16:00)
Beekeeping display, sales of honey and hive products.

Mickleham
Jack Chapman

Sept, Tue 23rd Closing Date for BBKA Module Exam Entries
… for November’s exams for Modules 1-3 and 5-8

Forms and Fees to
Celia Perry

Sept, 26th-27th BIBBA/SICAMM Conference (from 20:00)
Focus on Bee Improvement + Management of Native Bees

Llangollen, North Wales
Trisha Marlow

Oct, Wed 1st Winter Meeting (19:30-21:30) ‘Preparing for Showing’
Talk by Celia Perry with timely advice for our Show

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver

Oct, Mon 6th London Honey Show (18:00 - 21:00)
… for Urban and Roof Top Beekeeping!

Lancaster Gate, London
www.londonbees.com

Oct, Sat 11th Reigate BeeKeepers Honey Show (10:00 - 16:00)
Competition Classes and our BIG Public Show

Reigate Priory School
Maggie Minter

Oct 30th, 31st ,
Nov 1st

83rd National Honey Show (09:00 - 18:00)
International Showing, Lectures, Workshops, Trade Hall

Weybridge
www.honeyshow.co.uk

Nov, Wed 12th RBKA AGM (19:30 - 21:30)
Officer Reports, Committee Election, Trophy Presentations

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver

More dates? The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates Click Here

Enlistment Drive Is On

This month, one of the most iconic
 ‘poster boy’ images from WW1
makes it onto our front page.

On this occasion, Lord Kitchener’s
steely gaze is set upon YOU to

support our Annual Honey Show.

With little over five weeks to Bee Day,
troops are needed to manage the stalls.

And the Competition shelves and benches
will be needing your entries to be suitably

stocked and ready for inspection.

And then, or course, there is the ‘National’
campaign to follow...

mailto:bibba.uk@gmail.com
mailto:bibba.uk@gmail.com
http://rbkbblog.com/events/diary-dates/
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Our website is updated much more regularly than this monthly
edition of , so click on Members Website for lots more

information and, all the latest news and activity updates.

Summer seems be heading to an early end, but there is no let up in things to do in the apiary,
or even the kitchen press-ganged into use as an extraction room. No real let-up either for YOUR
editors. We probably inhabit the virtual editorial room for more time than is good for us. But …
honest; we really don’t mind giving time to adapting our ‘planning’ of each months new edition
to a gradually increasing flow of your news items and information submitted for inclusion. Like
the honey, do keep it flowing. The earlier we can know about and receive your inputs, the better.
And what we sometimes really can’t fit in completely within these pages, will often be reproduced
in full on the Members Website, typically with photo’s impractical to include within .

This month, in addition to musings about wayward bees and timely suggestions about feeding
and robbing we have significant contributions from our multi-hatted Education/Extraction
coordinator who has found time to draw breath, put fingers to keyboard and provide reports
and reviews at the end of a busy August in particular and Summer in general.
Front line propaganda is provided via the Front page ‘Calls to Arms’ and Page 3 appeals by our
Honey Show and Entries Secretaries to register your Show Entries, provide your help with the
preparation of displays and stalls on the day, and generally supporting our big public show case
event on the 11th October. It’s not so far away.

Whether or not you are going to be helping
on the day (but especially if you are) make
sure you are dressed for the occasion by
ordering your Reigate Beekeepers Poloshirts
and Sweat Shirts as soon as possible.
Such is the pressure on space this month,
we even have to share this column with
tawdry advertisements! Whatever next?

Richard & Graham

When is  like a full Honey Jar? Answer - When it’s Jam Packed

ADVERTISEMENT
Reigate BeeKeepers Poloshirts  & Sweatshirts

Promote Reigate Beekeepers by wearing these
distinctive shirts at shows, fairs and functions.

Now available to order in either
distinctive Burgundy or demure White,

with suitably contrasting embroidered
logo in Pink or Burgundy.

Download and submit your order form NOW.
All profits from purchase deals go directly to the Education Facility fund.

https://rbkbblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/08/order-for-reigate-beekeepers-logo-bw.pdf
http://rbkbblog.com
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YOUR Honey Show Entries Needed

 Events News

The Reigate Beekeepers Honey Show is
probably RBKA’s biggest event of the year in
terms of public profile. Part of the Honey Show
consists of Competition Classes for various
products from the hive.
You will find details of how to enter Classes and
the Schedule on the website by clicking here.
You can either enter on-line (preferred) or by
sending a paper entry form to Celia Perry
(details on the entry form). Entries must be
made by 4th October. There is no entry fee.
The Show is open to everyone, you don’t have
to be a member to enter, although cups are
only awarded to Reigate members. If you have
non-beekeeping partners or children who would
like to enter then there are Classes for cakes,
desserts, sweets, photos and a host of other
things that don’t require the exhibitor to go
anywhere near a bee. All we ask is that each
exhibit is entered under the name of the person
who made it.
There are three Classes which are designed
specially for children but children can also enter
adult Classes as well if they wish. Most children
get a huge amount of satisfaction from
competing directly with adults and beating their
parents, grandparents, uncles or aunts.
Apart from the Classes for children where age
has to be shown on the exhibit and is taken into
account in the judging, the judge doesn’t know
anything about the exhibitors.

Return of 2013 Honey Show Trophies
If you were awarded a trophy as a result of an
entry in the 2013 RBKA Honey Show, the time
is approaching when you need to return the
trophy and the box that came with it.
I need to have them all back before the Show
this year so that I can arrange for them to be
engraved with the names of this years winners
after the Show. If possible can you please bring
your trophy to the Winter meeting preferably
in September, but failing that October.
If you can’t make either of those meetings
please give me a ring on 07903 991120 so that
we can arrange delivery of trophy.
Thanks, Celia Perry (Honey Show Entries Sec.)

End of Season Party - Report
OK, so not quite Quoits. Instead, Horseshoe
Pitching, variously described as “a poor mans
Quoits”. And not quite a floodlit lawn. But the
buffet provided and the company enjoyed by
all at the Six Bells hosted party was excellent.
Thanks go to Andrew Buchanan for the last
minute booking of this new venue and activity.
Those taking advantage of
practice ‘pitches’ quickly
learned and demonstrated
that this was not going to
be a high scoring game.
And just as well that a
pitching distance of only
some 7 feet was initially
arranged, rather than 37
feet, as per the American
NHPA rules!
Never-the-less, after 6 of the original 8 teams
of 4 players each had pitched two rounds; joint
winning teams clearly emerged with a splendid
6 points apiece.
Team 2013 of Allison & Colin Clement,
Adam Leitch and Janet
Jones; this year had to share
1st place honours with
Team Waxworks of Andrew
Cornwall, Gill Simpson, Sue
Hickson and Mike Welch.
Highest Individual Scores of 3
apiece were achieved by Adam
Leitch (once again) and Robin
Sparkes.

More photos on the website.

Adam Leitch provided an
early master class that
few were able to follow.

Andrew Cornwall
kept an eye on
and recorded

efforts.

Following hard on the heels of our own
show, is the National Honey Show,
held in Weybridge from the 30th
October to the 1st November.

The NHS website now provides  both on-line
and downloadable 2014 Show Schedules, Entry
Forms, supporting Publications and full details
of the Lecture Programme and how to book  a
Workshop session.

Go to www.honeyshow.co.uk
For an overview of those details click here

National Honey Show Update

http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/03/honey-show-on-line-entry-registration/
http://honeyshow.co.uk
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/05/83rd-national-honey-show-2014-oct-30-nov-01/
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Extraction Day Wash-Up Report by Andrew Cornwall
Next year, I will add bathroom scales to the
very long list of equipment required for the
RBKA extraction to be able to confirm on the
day exactly how much honey has been
extracted. With an array of different buckets
and settling tanks filled to different levels,
without scales only a best guess is possible.
And so my best guess this year is 300lbs of
honey from 17 Henfold supers and just over
100lbs from 6 Mickleham supers. Not a bad
result when the majority was from an apiary
set up for teaching, not honey production. The
honey should net the division around £2,000 …
vital funds to keep everything running, and is
important for our public engagement at shows.
I had to reject one super from each apiary
infested with wax moth larvae. If the supers
were infested, the brood chambers will have
been heaving with wax moth … they primarily
go for frames where brood has been raised.
Planning Ahead
This was my second year in charge
of extracting the division’s honey.
Unlike last year, it made sense to
again hire a hall and run the
operation as a teaching exercise.
Consequently I was wearing both
my Education and Extraction hats
on the day, as well as the fashion
disaster that we all have to wear …  (above).
Newdigate village hall was the obvious venue
of choice, being only a short drive from our
Henfold Copse apiary and with an all important
outside tap. This is essential to get the
extractors, uncapping trays and all the larger
equipment cleaned up, and even the utensils
are best washed off outside first, before being
washed in the kitchen. Just a small amount of
beeswax will clog up household drains; so it’s
best to lose it on the grass first. Proximity to
Henfold helps because a lot of equipment,
much of it large and heavy, has to be

transported. Thanks to Vince Gallo, it only
took two trips with his truck & my car to get all
of the equipment and the supers to the hall.
Behind the Scenes
In addition to the co-ordination, planning and
borrowing before the event, there’s all the stuff
to get back to the right people and places
afterwards. One task hidden from those taking
part is the washing of straining cloths because
it has to be done later at home. Some were
rinsed out at the hall, but they all have to be
thoroughly clean and dry before storage. I
rinsed each out in cold water and then put the
cloths, my apron, bee suit, tea towels through
a rinse cycle in the washing machine. You
really don’t want to be clogging up the washing
machine’s waste pipe! Everything then went
through a full wash cycle - without conditioner
as you don’t want to contaminate your honey
when next using the cloths. On the day, I was
out of the house for over 13 hours and took a
lot of jobs home to do that evening.

Learnings
Was it all worth it? Well of course, yes. The
‘new bees’ (as they have been christened) got
to see some best practice and try out a wide
range of expensive equipment. They now have
a much better idea of  what’s involved, how to
do their own and what RBKA equipment to hire.
My thanks to everyone who helped. Feedback
has been very positive from our newer
members & visitors doing their first extraction.
It always comes as a revelation that you must
wash things in cold water, before using hot
soapy water. Other lessons were learnt, but I’ll
leave that to a ‘new bee’ to write about.
If you didn’t make it this year, I hope that you
will join in the fun next year. We have set the
date for Saturday, 1st August with preparation
on Friday, 31st July 2015. Andrew.

Full report + more photo’s on the website.

The evenings scheduled talk will be preceded at 7:30pm by an EGM to seek approval to
proceed with the next stage of the Education facilities development at Henfold Copse.

The outcome will be reported on the Members website.
‘Photographing Pollinators’ will then be presented by guest speaker Jeremy Early, local

photographer and author of ‘My Side of the Fence’.
The Winter Meetings programme is on the Members website here, and under Diary Dates.

1st 2014 Winter Meeting, 3rd Sept. Woodhatch Community Centre RH2 7LS

http://rbkbblog.com/2014/09/01/honey-extraction-2014-wash-up-report/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/28/winter-meetings-programme/
http://rbkbblog.com/diary-dates/
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Most of you will know that our subscription year
runs for the 1st October to the end of
September and consequently the ‘new year’ will
soon be upon us.
Shortly I shall send everyone their personalised
renewal form, by email if possible. It saves you
filling it in and also shows you what details I
have. Please correct them as necessary.
We have no facility to accept renewals on line.
Old fashioned we may be, but the difficulty in
marrying up online renewal forms and on line
payments is too much for us old folk.
The SBKA capitation has increased slightly this
year and our subscriptions have also increased
proportionately, so the rates are now:
● Registered Member *

Printed BeeCraft   £54.00
Digital (only) BeeCraft  £48.00

● Partner Member    £21.00
● Country Member    £19.00
● Junior Member**      £19.00
● Minor Member ***    £9.00
● Associate Member     £9.00
● Friend by post      £15.00
● Friend by email     £9.00

The class of Junior Member is for those young
persons who wish to be BBKA members.
The class of Minor Member is for any young
person.
Juniors and Minors who attend the apiary
meetings must always be accompanied by a
Parent or Guardian who we shall require to sign
an indemnity form.
Payments become due on 1st October and
Andrew Buchanan will only bank any cheques
received earlier after then so the books balance.
Notes:

* Only Registered Members receive BeeCraft and
BBKA News publications.

** It is a BBKA requirement that the 'Parent or
Guardian' of a Junior Member is themselves a
Registered Member.

*** If a Minor has his/her own bee colony then the
Parent or Guardian should become a Registered
Member who will be deemed to be the Beekeeper.
 Otherwise the Parent or Guardian of the Minor
can be an Associate of that Minor.

Mike Hill

  Members News
Subscription Time is Nearly Here by Mike Hill (Membership Secretary)

I am currently planning the education at
Henfold next year. If you would like to give me
feedback on this year or suggestions for next
year, do please get in touch. Click Here
Coloured mentor badges and the board showing
who’s on which hive have both been great
successes and will be repeated next year. The
weekly themes worked well and as we have
been extraordinarily lucky with the weather this
year, they finished several weeks before ‘The
Basic’ assessments. This gave more time than
expected for general revision at the apiary. I
plan next year for those on the Basic hives to
start each week by going through the weekly
theme as a whole group. This will allow us to
make sure that it is covered in better detail and
help the mentors by sharing their expertise.
As always, we have sometimes had too many
people on a hive. This makes it very difficult for
the mentors to make sure that everybody gets
a fair share of experience at manipulating the
hive or even to just see what’s going on. It is
inevitable that some weeks will be worse than
others. Once we get into holiday season, it

usually sorts itself out. We started this year
with a theoretical maximum of 6 people per
hive, plus the mentors. This inevitably fell by
the wayside as the number of visitors & new
members rose. However, by the end of the
season we have been averaging around 75
people per week (75 / 12 hives = 6¼ per hive).
Plans are in hand to alleviate this overcrowding
problem.
A heartfelt thank you to all those who have
helped with the education this year. This
includes: all the mentors; Andrew Buchanan
for the badges, boards and getting visitors
sorted out each week; Neil Hallam for the
practical apiary management each week;
Richard Stuart for making sure that we had
enough equipment every week; Jack
Chapman and Richard Stuart for helping me
to get Henfold  stocked with enough strong
colonies for the start of the year; Bob Maurer
and Celia Perry for running the Mock Basic
session; Celia for organising the Basic
Assessments; Colin Clement and Suzy
Stephens for joining the qualified First Aiders

Thank you for 2014, but more help needed for 2015 by Andrew Cornwall

http://rbkbblog.com/contact-andrew-cornwall-education-coordinator-committee-member/
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  Topical News
Plan Your Feeding and Avoid Starvation
September is generally the month to feed sugar
syrup as a supplement or substitute to ensure
that your bees have sufficient stores to carry
them through the Winter. Feeding is done after
the honey crop has been removed and whilst the
colony is still strong, warm enough for bees to
move up into the feeder, able to take syrup down,
invert and store it properly in the comb.
The amount of stores required by a colony to
carry it through Winter varies with the strain of
bee. The old British black only required about 10
kg of honey to safely feed it through the winter,
but today an average bee colony requires about
18–22 kg or 40-50 lb to do so. Larger hives
headed by prolific queens may require more. A
BS brood frame when full of honey contains about
2.2 kg or 5 lb so assess the existing colony stores
and feed the required balance using sugar syrup.
Some feeding tips:-
● Feed all colonies at the same time – less risk

of robbing.
● Feed in the evening when there will be less

excitement – less robbing again.
● Reduce the entrances and put the slides in on

the open mesh floor so that if your feeder does
drip a little, it remains within the hive.

● Make sure all the feeders and the boxes
surrounding them, are bee-tight.

Don’t be complacent! Check each hive regularly
to ensure your feeding regime has worked.

Starvation can occur for three main reasons:-
● Cluster unable to access stores due to cold

weather or becoming isolated from stores.
● Cluster situated on inferior stores, which is

either partially filled or unripe, leading to
depletion of their energy to move to a new
stores location.

● Cluster consumes all the available stores.
The last two, results of poor beekeeper practice,
can be avoided with good planning and inspection.
Bee starvation is a very sad situation, indicated
by bees with their heads in the cells trying to lick
up the last vestiges of food. You may also see
dead bees on
the floor of the
hive with their
t o n g u e s
hanging out,
and in the
Spring mouldy
dead bees on
the hive floor.
Important - remember to remove your queen
excluder so the queen does not get left
behind as the cluster moves to a new stores
location.
courtesy of Warwickshire BKA and the NBU Best

Practice Guide No 7 ‘Feeding Bees’ click here

Starving Bee photo source - scientificamerican.com

Team; Everyone who came to the pre-season
meeting; Everyone involved in the Taster Day;
Coral Lloyd and Sue Hickson for the much
appreciated refreshments; Gill Simpson &
Maggie Minter for helping to run the summer
extraction as a teaching event; Richard
Bradfield & Graham Pooley for the
communication channels; and even Mike Hill,
because he might have passed this hot potato
of a job on to me, but he has always been there
with friendly advice and support.
I must finish with an appeal for more mentors.
If you’ve passed The Basic, please consider
becoming a mentor. I’ll pair you with an
experienced mentor and it is a great way of
consolidating your own learning. If we are to
continue running what has been described as
the best education system in British
beekeeping, we must have more mentors to do
it with. It is rare for an Association or Division
to run a practical weekly education programme

where members can progress from complete
beginner to taking the Basic. Our Improvers
options will be enhanced next year. With both
our Maser Beekeepers taking part to, I think
uniquely, support those who want to take the
BBKA examinations and those who just want
to increase their knowledge & experience.

Andrew Cornwall
Education Coordinator

Closing Dates for Nov BBKA Modules
Last reminder that to sit any of the BBKA
Modules 1-3 and 5-8 on 8 November, you
must get your application in by the 23rd  Sept.

Full details are on our website here.
You can also hand forms directly to me at the
September Winter meeting. Please don’t
leave it until the last minute … there could
then be no time to correct errors or missing
signatures. Celia Perry

https://secure.fera.defra.gov.uk/beebase/downloadNews.cfm?id=121
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/07/01/bbka-modues-microscopy-closing-dates-2014/
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Wandering down my garden in mid July to
check on my bees I came across a dinner plate
sized group of bees on the grass.

They were very calm, and although I could not
see a queen, upon closer inspection I assumed
they must be a small swarm or cast from one
of my hives which were only three metres away.

All afternoon they remained happily amongst
the grass, and then to my surprise flew back in
the direction of one of my hives.

When I inspected this hive I found them
clinging to the underside of the open mesh
floor. Again apparently quite happy. So I
assumed it was a queen who had changed her
mind and decided to return to her home hive,
and that by morning they would be back inside
the hive.

However, next morning they were still there
under the hive, contentedly moving about on
the underside of the mesh floor.

More surprisingly they stayed there for weeks.
Even today, at almost the end of August, a
small number of the bees are still there moving
about across the mesh.

During my previous routine inspections prior to
cast appearing on the grass I had not found
any queen cells or other signs of swarm
preparation.

Ten days after the cast decided to cluster under
the hive, during a routine inspection of the
colony inside the hive, there was no brood and
no sign of a queen in residence.

I decided to leave the ‘cluster’ alone  as they
were still happily moving about on the
underside of the mesh floor, to see what they
would do.

Twenty four days later, inside the hive I found
a new queen and fresh brood. The colony now
appears quite normal and continues to thrive,
producing brood and foraging.

I have looked at the ‘cluster’ regularly over the
weeks, at first they started to build a small area
of comb hanging from the mesh floor, but this
soon fell off. Never did I see a queen amongst
them, or see any of the bees leave or return to
the ‘cluster’ after foraging. Neither did I find
any dead bees on the ground beneath the hive.
They appeared to be happily interacting with
the bees inside the hive - I could clearly see
there was close contact between the two groups
of bees. Their only activity seemed to be
walking about on the underside of the mesh.

So their strange behaviour raises a number of
questions, including:-

● How did they survive for so long on the
underside of the mesh floor without food ?

● Why did they return to the hive, but not go
inside ?

● Where did the ‘old’ queen, which I assume
must have originally been amongst the cast
go ?

● Where did the rest of the ‘cluster’ gradually
go if they did not fly off and die whilst away
from the hive, and there were no dead bees
on the ground beneath the hive ?

I must add that this is the second swarm that
returned to their home hive during this season,
but in the case of the other swarm it was much
larger, early in the season (May), and they did
go straight back inside their hive. (See the June
edition of for the full story.)

  New Beekeeping Experiences

The Strange Cast of Bees by Graham Pooley

Please Leave a Comment
Click to comment on this item…

http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/31/september-2014-beenews/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/31/september-2014-beenews/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/31/september-2014-beenews/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/31/september-2014-beenews/
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Questions & Answers

Question - What is an Eke ?
The word ‘Eke’ (pronounced as in "eek out
rations") is derived from the old English eacan
which is related to Old Norse auka to increase
or in Latin augere, and means to eke out a
living or to increase. In beekeeping it refers to
a short box, ring of straw or just a plain wooden
frame used to extend a brood box, super or
skep.
Shown right is an
Eke, or sometimes
called an ‘Imps’,
placed below a
traditional skep to
provide extra room
as a colony
increased in size.
Notice the
entrance notch.

How can I make an Eke ?
To make a simple eke just take four pieces of
50 by 20 mm timber cut to length to fit the size
of your hive’s external dimensions and fix them
into a simple square. 50 mm in height is about
right for most uses of an eke. Drill pilot holes
to prevent splitting and screw each corner.

They have a wide variety of uses, such as:-
● Autumn and Winter feeding – if you use a
rapid or contact feeder an eke can be placed
around it to provide the space to allow the roof
to be replaced.  During Winter candy is placed
using an eke on top of hives that are short of
food or just as insurance.
● Treating with Varroa treatments like
Apiguard – research has shown that at least a
25 mm gap should be around each tray of
treatment to both allow the bees to make
contact with it and to allow the evaporation and
circulation of the fumes through the hive.
●  Dealing with wet comb bits – good apiary
hygiene dictates that pieces of comb cleaned
off the tops of frame and the like should not be
left around to start robbing or worst still spread
disease. Buckets are fine but then any sticky
bits have to be washed or they will go mouldy.
So why not let the bees clean them and retain
the honey. Place an eke under the roof with the
comb pieces inside before replacing the roof.
● Hot weather – if you have large colonies
placing an eke under the roof above the crown
board or even below the brood box on top of
the floor will give extra space and aid ventilation.
● Clearing supers – sometimes there are so
many bees in a colony that adding an eke under
your clearer board will allow the bees to leave
and have somewhere to cluster.
Ekes are great but make sure they fit well and
do not leave them on for too long,
especially if there is a flow on, otherwise you
will find them gummed up with wild
brace comb.

courtesy of Warwickshire BKA

 Equipment News

Adam Leitch has a very basic, microscope to
offer to members.

Opax, Model 1911, in a wooden box.
3 objectives (x5, x10 and x20), providing…
Overall magnifications of 50, 100 & 200.
(Hence not enough for Nosema diagnosis.)

A mirror for use with an external light source.

Free to anyone who is interested, for your
beekeeping or use by children or grandchildren.
Although a small donation to RBKA would be
welcomed if you are feeling generous!

Email adam.leitch@gmail.com if interested.

Basic Microscope on ‘Free’ Offer

mailto:adam.leitch@gmail.com
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DIY Suggestion
Making your own is

fun and saves money

  DIY Suggestions & Tips

Wasp Traps

Now is the time to start protecting your bees
from wasp attacks. A sustained attack can wipe
out a small colony, such as one in a nuc. So
reduce your hive entrances and place wasp
traps in your apiary.

There are many designs of wasp trap including
the simple plastic drinks bottle with the top cut
off and reinserted up side down to create a
funnel. However, these are not always effective
as illustrated by Dennis Chow’s experience last
season when the wasps continually escaped
from his traps. So he tried a novel design.

Dennis Chow’s Wasp Trap

He used a  6 pints milk bottle,  which is tall with
a big entrance. The wasps walked into the milk
bottle, attracted by the bait and instead of
walking on the wall of the bottle to escape they
tried to fly out because of the bigger area in
the body of the bottle. They knocked
themselves on the wall and roof of the bottle
and fell into the bait liquid and drowned.

At first he placed the milk bottle in front of the
hive, and some bees went in as well - terrible!
He then moved it to the side of the hive and
this cured the problem of trapping bees.

It worked beautifully, during the first three
days, loads of wasps were busy visiting the trap
and the bottom of the milk bottle was soon full
of dead wasps. Must have been hundreds!
Eventually after the third day less wasps visited
the bottle. He believes he must have destroyed
most of the wasps from that colony.

For bait he used a cup of weak sugar syrup
which lasted for three weeks. He then emptied
all the dead wasps, and replenished the bait.

He suggests using one trap for each hive.

Is there a better solution - WaspBane ?

As illustrated by Dennis’s experience, DIY traps
have a number of drawbacks. Including the
type of bait that is used, which often attracts
bees as wells as other insects.

An interesting alternative is the specially
designed and based on scientific principles
WaspBane trap. It is claimed to be much more
effective, attracting and capturing the initial
‘scout wasps’ before they can return to their
nest and tell more wasps to attack the bee hive.
It has a special components mix which is added
to the bait liquid and is claimed it does not need
replacement during a season; together with a
robust construction and design which ensures
capture of the wasps.

Please click this link for a fascination discussion
on the ‘beekeeping forum’ about the use of this
type of trap, and a detailed scientific insight
into the behaviour of wasps by ‘Karol’ who is a
pharmacist  and co-inventor of WaspBane. Well
worth scrolling down and reading.

After loosing a small colony in a nuc to wasp
attack last month, I have placed one of these
traps in my apiary and it certainly appears
effective.

The bottle trap only
contains wasps, and there
are no signs of scout wasps
investigation my other
hives. I do recommend
closely following the
instructions about mixing
the bait liquid and sighting
the trap in your apiary.
Although not cheap at £25,
and it requires buying new
bait mix next season, it is
re-useable.

Graham Pooley

Please Leave a Comment
Click to comment on this item…

http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/31/september-2014-beenews/
http://www.beekeepingforum.co.uk/archive/index.php/t-5818.html
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/06/01/june-2014-beenews/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/31/september-2014-beenews/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/31/september-2014-beenews/
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Go to FRONT PAGE for HEADLINE NEWS, APIARY TASKS, FEATURED ANNOUNCEMENTS and
NEXT BIG EVENT items. Visit the NOTICE BOARD for all the latest general information and to the
KNOWLEDGE BASE for beekeeping skills information. To see Who’s Who, look under the
MEMBERSHIP tab, and ALL the available Diary Dates are under the EVENTS menu tab, plus more !website

  Website News
All New Items on the Members Website
The Members website is regularly updated and added too. If you have not visited the site and
browsed since the last  was published, these are some items that may be new to you.

Catch-up now … click on the items to view in full.

RBK EGM - 3rd September 2014
Notice of an

Extraordinary General Meeting
Wednesday 3rd September 2014

commencing 7.30pm at
Woodhatch Community Centre. Whitebeam

Drive, Woodhatch, Reigate, Surrey. RH2 7LS

Our major show-case event, both FOR
and ABOUT Reigate Beekeepers, will
this year have the theme of “War Time
Beekeeping” running through some of
the Competition Classes and many of
the Show’s stalls and displays.

Returning, once again to the Priory School in Reigate as
venue for our Annual Reigate Beekeepers Honey Show

Honey Show-Help Make it ...Great
Registering your entries into this years
War Time themed Reigate Beekeepers
Honey Show is as easy as 1,2,3.
1: Make sure you have read and will be able to comply
with the Rules for the Classes you are entering.
2: Follow the Entry Registration instructions below and
enter your name & contact details.

3: Click the buttons of each Class you are intending to enter and
then click the Submit button at the bottom of the page.

 Honey Show On-Line Entry …

83rd National Honey Show 2014
The 83rd National Honey Show promotes
the highest quality honey and wax
products with international classes,
beekeeping lecture convention and
workshops.

The website www.honeyshow.co.uk now has the 2014
Show Schedule, Entry Forms and supporting
Publications on-line to read and download …

The next Beginners Course is
scheduled to run in 2015 from the
12th January through to March
16th at the Woodhatch Centre,
followed by practical sessions
during April at Henfold.

Bookings can now be taken for this course that is being
featured and promoted on our Public website.

Advertise the Beginners Course
With our ‘Summer Season’ of
weekly Wednesday evening meet-
ings at the Henfold Copse apiary
coming to a close, we will soon be

into our monthly Wednesday evening ‘Winter Sea-
son’ meetings at the Woodhatch Centre. From
September through to March, we meet mostly (but
not always!) on the first Wednesday of the month.

Winter Meetings Programme

September is the month when the
normal beekeeping season ends,
and you need to start preparing for
Winter.

Feed,
Check and,
Protect

  .…… are the key actions.

September Tips Checklist

September in Your Apiary
The leaves are turning and the
nights are definitely getting
cooler. Seasonal tasks this year
are continuing to run almost a

month earlier than in a typical beekeeping year.
The honey crop should now be extracted, wet supers
cleaned up and returned to storage and we should
already be preparing our colonies for winter.

http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/16/reigate-beekeepers-egm-3rd-september-2014/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/07/honey-show-help-make-it-a-great-show/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/03/honey-show-on-line-entry-registration/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/05/83rd-national-honey-show-2014-oct-30-nov-01/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/16/advertise-the-2015-beginners-course/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/08/28/winter-meetings-programme/
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/09/01/september-tips-checklist-2/ 
http://rbkbblog.com/2014/09/01/september-in-your-apiary/
http://rbkbblog.com/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/notice-board/
http://rbkbblog.com/knowledge-base/index/
http://rbkbblog.com/membership/whos-who/
http://rbkbblog.com/diary-dates/
http://reigatebeekeepers.org.uk/

